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PROCEDURE FOR PERFORMING TERRAIN ANALYSIS FOR WRTC SITES 
 
  

Rich Assarabowski  K1CC 
konecc@snet.net 
(860) 655-3960 

 
 
 
1. Hardware and software requirements 
 

Analysis should be run on at least a Windows XP, preferably Windows 7.  A large monitor is very desirable 
since multiple windows will need to be open.  The analysis was done on an Intel Core i7 CPU / 4 GB / 
Windows 7 Pro x64.    Other computer hardware has not been tested.  
 
The following software is required: 

• Microsoft Excel 2007 or 2010 32-bit 
• Microsoft Word 2007 or 2010 
• MicroDEM 16 (free download) 
• HFTA Ver. 1.04 from ARRL Antenna Handbook 
• Screen capture utility, such as Microsoft Screen Capture Utility included with Windows 7 
• Adobe PDF printer 

 
Hardware requirements for running HFTA should be minimal, however, a large screen is very desirable since 
multiple windows will be open.   The CPU requirement for the Excel spreadsheet is significant, but has not 
been tested on other computers.   

 
 
2. Files and locations 

 
The analysis worksheet is in Excel 2010 format and is named 
C:\...\WRTC -2014 site layouts (mm-dd-yy) 
 
When the spreadsheet is modified any time, it should be first renamed with the current date and the older 
versions and older versions saved as backups.   This ensures there is always a backup copy.   
 
 
 

  

mailto:konecc@snet.net
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3. Organization of analysis worksheet 
 
The spreadsheet is organized with the following structure: 
  
 General – This is the where are the calculations are made and consists of these sections 

 Station spacing                Enter station spacing in light green field 

Mapping software          Used to display station locations and to compute coordinates 

Profile software Used to display station locations and to compute coordinates and 
assumptions made 

Site selection criteria Criteria used to rating sites 

Antenna heights Antenna heights used for HFTA modeling 
Bands Enter band weight factors which are calculated in the Weighting factor 

calcs sheet 
 
Station locations Table which contains the FOM calculations for each site and the station 

locations (A,B,C,…) within each site 
 
 
The columns of each station location are as follows: 
 
    Site   Name of site 
 

Location Letter corresponding to the map in http://mapper.acme.com 
for each site 

 
Coordinates Exact coordinates as displayed in in http://mapper.acme.com 

for which can be obtained by right-clicking the location on the 
map 

 
Elevation  Elevation in feet above sea level 
 
Figure of merit This is where the FOM data is entered for each run of HFTA for 

each band (80, 40, 20, 15 and 10) and each of the 3 directions 
(Europe 45 deg, US 270 deg and US 210 deg).   Once the data is 
entered for both the US directions, it is best to select the 
columns (U through AN) and then \View\Hide or right-click and 
select Hide.   This will unclutter the screen.   The average of the 
two US directions is calculated in AO through AX. 

http://mapper.acme.com/
http://mapper.acme.com/
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 Note:  1) Do NOT enter data in AO through, these are calculated 
values 

 This operation will be very slow due to the size of the 
worksheet, so be patient! 

Also note that the weighting factors in row 37 are automatically 
carried over from the Bands section, so that is where they need 
to be changed, if required.  Do not change the values in this 
row. 
 
 

Site and location The headers for each site and row column are repeated here.   
For presentation purposes, selection columns A through AX and 
hide them, the remainder of the spreadsheet will be in a 
convenient format which can be copied and pasted as needed 

 
Overall unweighted Calculated geometric mean of the all the differences  
difference from between actual and flat for each band/direction,  
flat (dB) i.e. 80 EU, 40 EU, 20 EU, 15 EU, 10 Eu, 80 US avg, 40 US avg, 20 

US avg, 15 US avg and 10 US avg 
 
Overall weighted Calculated as above but weighted by the band/direction 
difference from   weighting factor, reflecting the contribution of that  
flat (dB) band/direction to the final score. 

The conditional formatting feature in Excel 2010 is used to 
display a range of colors from white to bright red (0 to 1.5, 
respectively) where the maximum value is the criteria specified 
in the Site Selection Criteria section.   

 The 1.5 dB criteria is equivalent to running a handicap of only 
running 70W on all bands or an advantage of running 140W on 
all bands.   This criterion (as well as the others to follow) was 
based on empirical observations of candidate locations and dB 
limits translated to equivalent power levels which seem 
reasonable as limits. 
 

   Notes   Assessment of site, including any observations of terrain  
      features, unusual antenna patterns from HFTA 

and other observations.    For example, one observation that 
should be noted here is when  gain for at least 4-5 adjacent 
elevation angles (for example 3-7 deg) differed  by more than 
10-12 dB (2 S-units) from flat profile on any band to either US or 
Europe.    
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The fields are then colored based on the overall assessment: 

 Green    --- Meets all FOM criteria 
Yellow --- May not meet all FOM criteria but    
      could still possibly be suitable 
Red       --- Fails at least one FOM criteria and is       

therefore unsuitable 
 
Europe by band  Calculated unweighted FOM difference from flat  

to highlight any exceptionally strong or weak band which would 
be masked by an overall average. 

The maximum allowable difference is 3 dB, which would be 
equivalent to a station running 50W (-3 dB) or as much as 200W 
(+3 dB), which seem like a reasonable limits for a handicap or 
advantage on any one band  
 

US by band  As above in the US direction. 
The maximum allowable difference is 3 dB, as above 
 

Europe weighted Calculated weighted FOM difference from flat  
difference from flat weighted by the band/direction factor to Europe. 

This would highlight any exceptionally strong or  
weak direction which would be masked by an  
overall average. 

The maximum allowable difference is 1.8 dB.  That’s equivalent 
to running 65W or 150W on all bands when working Europe.   In 
terms that high power  (1500W) contesters are familiar with, 
that would be equivalent to a handicap of running only 975W 
toward Europe or an advantage of running 2250W toward 
Europe all bands.      
  

US weighted  As above but in the US direction. 
difference from flat The maximum allowable difference is 1.8 dB, as above 
 
 

4. MicroDEM 16 download and installation 

Following the instructions in Appendix A for download and installation of MicroDEM (last updated 
12/3/2010).    Check the links for any possible updates to this version. 

 

5. HFTA download and installation 

Download HFTA from the ARRL Antenna Book and follow their installation instructions. 
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6. Generate terrain profiles using MicroDEM 16 (Ver. 2012.2.8.1) 
 
A very useful presentation and step-by-step instructions for using MicroDEM are contained in the NCCC 
Webinar  http://nccc.cc/webinars.html dated September 24, 2009: "Hints and Kinks for Using HFTA" by 
Dean, N6BV.  The recording is available here (137 MB). 
 
Instructions are also contained in the HFTA program by clicking Help and going to the appropriate section.   
These are unfortunately not entirely correct for the version of MicroDEM used in this analysis, so they will 
be summarized below.  The HFTA program provides a more detailed explanation and is useful as a reference. 
 
 
5.1 The wide-area USGS NED seamless file covering the geographic area encompassing WRTC 2014 sites has 

already been created and covers all off the WRTC sites.   This file should be located as follows: 
 

C:\...\MicroDEM\WRTC 2014 NED.DEM 
 
5.2 Create a folder for each location which will contain all the analysis data and use the following directory 

and file naming structure, where the “A”, “B”, “C”, etc. refer to specific locations within each site 
(Devens, Wrentham, Mansfield, etc.) and the xx.xx represent beam headings (0.00 deg, 10.00 deg, 20.00 
deg, etc.).   The file names are automatically generated by MicroDem once all conventions are followed.  

 
C:\...\Devens A\Devens A - xx.xx.PRN  
C:\...\Devens B\Devens B - xx.xx.PRN 
C:\...\Devens C\Devens C - xx.xx.PRN   etc. 

         . 
 C:\...\Wrentham A\Wrentham A - xx.xx.PRN 

C:\...\Wrentham B\Wrentham B - x.xx.PRN 
C:\...\Wrentham C\Wrentham C - xx.xx.PRN   etc. 
             . 
C:\...\Mansfield A\Mansfield A - xx.xx.PRN   etc. 
         . 
The flat ground reference file for HFTA should be place here: 
C:\...\Flat reference\FLAT.PRO 
 
The HFTA elevation statistics files should be placed here: 
C:\...\Elevation statistics\W1-MA-EU.PRN 
C:\...\Elevation statistics\W1-MA-US.PRN 
 
The other target areas will not be used in the WRTC analysis (AF, OC, JA, AS, SA).   

 
 
 
 

http://nccc.cc/webinars.html
http://nccc.cc/misc/HFTA.wmv
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5.3 Click the MicroDEM icon and start the program.   Follow the HFTA procedure on Page 16 to perform the 
intial setup and save the options.   

 
Open the wide-area DEM file by selecting File in the main menu, then Open and then Open DEM.   
Select the DEM file in C:\...\MicroDEM\WRTC 2014 NED.  

 
Now you will generate a set of files for your location containing the elevation date in 10 degree 
azimuthal increments.   Click Calculate, Intervisibility, Viewshed.   Place the cursor anywhere on the 
map and double-click the mouse.  Enter the latitude and longitude of your location to at least 5 decimal 
places, preferably 7 decimal places.   Using copy and paste is preferable to prevent any errors.  They 
should be entered as positive numbers with “N” selected for Latitude and “W” selected for Longitude. 

 
A new ViewShed Parameters window will open.   In the Fan name field, enter the name of the location 
(e.g. Devens A, Devens B, etc.).  Make sure Save radials is checked so that the terrain profiles will be 
saved to disk and click OK. 

 
You have now generated a set of terrain profiles (.PRO) for your location which are located in 
C:\MapData\MD-PROJ\fans.    These terrain profile files should be moved to the appropriate 
folders for each location as described in Section 5.1 above.  
 
Note:  Be sure that there is a space before and after the dash in the file name (for example,     Devens 
K - 70.00.PRO and not  Devens K-270.00.PRO.   Doing so will display the site name and 
location correctly when running HFTA.  If necessary, edit the 45, 270 and 210 file names to include space 
before and after the dash in the file name. 
 

Tips 

• Create a shortcut to this folder on your desktop for quick access   

• Every set of coordinates for a site should be displayed on http://mapper.acme.com by copying and 
pasting the coordinates and making sure that they correspond to the actual site location 

• It is always prudent to check the starting elevation in each .PRO file for each of the 3 directions  and 
compare against the known elevation of the location as a double check.    

 
  

http://mapper.acme.com/
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7. Generate antenna response patterns and calculate FOM using HFTA (Version 1.04, March 2, 
2004) 
 

6.1  Click Options and click Clear YTW.DEF.  Select Average Soil conductivity, Units should be Meters, 
Diffraction should be ON.    Click on Move Tower and set the distance to 0.  Be sure to perform this 
step every time HFTA is restarted, the program can be a little buggy at times!  

 
6.2 Run HFTA for data for each band (10, 15, 20, 40 and 80) and each of the two directions (Europe and 

US) as shown in the HFTA ANALYSIS SUMMARY TABLE (Figure 1).  Set the Max. Elev. Angle to 34 deg 
and be sure Diffraction is ON.   Click Compute! to show the elevation plots and click Plot Terrain to 
display the terrain profile.  Each location (for example, Devens K, Mansfield D, etc., will have a 
separate sheet where the calculated FOM should be entered.   The FOM from this sheet for each 
band/direction will later be entered into the spreadsheet to calculate the overall FOM. 

 
Note:  After entering data, click Options and Move Tower to make sure the distance is still set to 
0.0, HFTA will sometimes change this value!   Click Cancel to return, do not click OK! 
 

 
6.3 For each of the 10 HFTA runs in the HFTA ANALYSIS SUMMARY TABLE  in Figure 1, the antenna 

response plots should be saved, as well as the terrain profile to Europe and the two terrain profiles 
(270 deg and 210 deg) to the US, as shown in Figure 2. 

 
There are two alternate methods for doing this: 
 

6.3.1 Use Print button in HFTA to save into Adobe PDF file 
 
This is fastest and most convenient way to saving the antenna response plots and the 
terrain plots.   Go to Devices and Printers in Control Panel and set Adobe PDF as the 
default printer.   New versions of Microsoft Office have  this available, as well as Adobe 
Acrobat Professional versions.   There are also free downloads of utilities that provide 
this function. 
 
After clicking Compute! to show the antenna response plots and clicking Plot Terrain to 
display the terrain profile, go to the terrain profile and click Print in the HFTA window.    
This will save an image of that window in a PDF file.  Name the file as shown in Figure 1.   
Then click Print in the antenna response plot window to create a PDF file with the 
elevation plots and name the file as shown in Figure 1.    
 
Note:  The terrain plot only needs to be saved once to the European direction and once 
to the US direction.   Be sure that both 270 deg and 210 deg boxes are checked in the 
HFTA input window so they both appear in the plot.   
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6.3.2 Use a screen capture utility to save into Microsoft Word 
 

The fastest and most convenient method of doing this is to run HFTA and keep all 3 
windows open.   Then use the Microsoft Snipping Tool (with the Windows Snip option) 
to copy and paste the antenna response window and the terrain plot window into their 
respective files and name them accordingly, as shown in Figure 1.   As with the previous 
method, the terrain plot only needs to be saved once to the European direction and 
once to the US direction. 
 

 
After all 10 runs have been completed and 12 files have been saved, go to each of the documents 
containing the screen shots and extract the FOM data and copy it into HFTA ANALYSIS TABLE.    The 
first column of the table can be used to check off each run as it is completed. 
 
Save this table as a PDF file in the same directory with all the other files and name the table        
Name – FOM summary.pdf  (for example, Devens K – FOM summary.pdf).                     
A template containing this table as a PDF form is available and should be used. 
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        Figure 1     

    HFTA ANALYSIS SUMMARY TABLE 

SITE = ________________________       LOCATION = ____ 

“Name” consists of Site name and Location designation, for example, Devens B, Mansfield D, etc. 

 

 File name                  
(.DOCX or .PDF) Freq Terrain file 1 

(.PRO) 
Terrain file 2 

(.PRO) 
Terrain file 3 

(.PRO) 
Ant 
type 

Height 
(m) 

Elevation file 
(.PRN) 

 
Name – EU terrain N/A 

 
Name – 45.00 
 

This file contains the terrain profile for 45 deg  
as displayed by HFTA 

 
Name – EU 80 3.65 

Name – 45.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

FLAT 
 
FOM = ______ 

 
Dipole 10.7 W1-MA-EU 

 
Name – EU 40 7.05 

Name – 45.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

FLAT 
 
FOM = ______ 

 
Dipole 10.7 W1-MA-EU 

 
Name – EU 20 14.15 

Name – 45.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

FLAT 
 
FOM = ______ 

 
2 Ele. 12.2 W1-MA-EU 

 
Name – EU 15 21.15 

Name – 45.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

FLAT 
 
FOM = ______ 

 
2 Ele. 12.2 W1-MA-EU 

 
Name – EU 10 28.3 

Name – 45.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

FLAT 
 
FOM = ______ 

 
4 Ele. 12.2 W1-MA-EU 

 
Name – US terrain N/A 

 
Name – 270.00 
 

 
Name – 210.00 
 

This file contains the terrain profile for 270 deg  
and 210 deg as displayed by HFTA 

 
Name – US 80 3.65 

Name – 270.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

Name – 210.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

FLAT 
 
FOM = ______ 

Dipole 10.7 W1-MA-US 

 
Name – US 40 7.05 

Name – 270.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

Name – 210.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

FLAT 
 
FOM = ______ 

Dipole 10.7 W1-MA-US 

 
Name – US 20 14.15 

Name – 270.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

Name – 210.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

FLAT 
 
FOM = ______ 

2 Ele. 12.2 W1-MA-US 

 
Name – US 15 21.15 

Name – 270.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

Name – 210.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

FLAT 
 
FOM = ______ 

2 Ele. 12.2 W1-MA-US 

 
Name – US 10 28.3 

Name – 270.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

Name – 210.00 
 
FOM = ______ 

FLAT 
 
FOM = ______ 

4 Ele. 12.2 W1-MA-US 
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         Figure 2    

                  EXAMPLE HFTA RUN 

                 SITE = Devens      LOCATION = K 

              

  

 HFTA input screen for Devens K to US on 20m 
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    Antenna response for Devens K saved as  C:\...\Devens K\Devens K – US 20.pdf 

 

  

Terrain profile for Devens K (to US) saved as  C:\...\Devens K\Devens K – US terrain.pdf 
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8. Analysis 
 
After all the HFTA runs have been completed and the results summarized in the Word documents, 
the FOM values must be transferred to the analysis Excel spreadsheet C:\...\WRTC-2014 
site layouts (mm-dd-yy).   The spreadsheet will calculate the overall FOM and apply the 
selection criteria as described in Section 3 of this document. 

Here are some observations after having run terrain analysis using a variety of methods of 
generating profiles (DEM, NED, etc.)  and running HFTA for various antenna heights and directions: 

 Terrain profiles are a close approximation of actual terrain but are not exact.   Small 
variations in terrain can sometimes results in noticeable differences in antenna response.   
One must realize that there may be computational anomalies and artifacts.   This 
frequently occurs at very low angles but is not of much concern for WRTC since the signals 
at these very low angles at the low antenna heights will be very weak and unworkable 
anyway.   One easy check is to change the antenna height or location very slightly and 
recalculate. 

 It is very important to specify the location coordinates to at least 5 decimal places and 
preferably more.   Always check on http://mapper.acme.com to make sure the location is 
where it is supposed to be!    

 Small variations in location (100 ft) can sometimes make a significant difference in 
antenna response but typically only a small, if any difference in the FOM.      

 Keep in mind that the analysis is performed in only one azimuthal heading to Europe (45 
deg) and is averaged over two directions (210 deg and 270 deg) to the US.   There can be 
significant variations in terrain the range of azimuthal directions encompassing Europe 
and the US (and other continents).   This analysis is a compromise between accuracy and 
computational effort.      

 In the final analysis, the FOM is an aggregate of all these occasional anomalies and should 
represent a realistic overall estimate of the performance of each operating location.  

 

 

 

    

http://mapper.acme.com/

